We consider the problem of fault-tolerant agreement in a crash-prone synchronous system. We present a new randomized consensus algorithm that achieves optimal communication efficiency, using only O(n) bits of communication, and terminates in (almost optimal) time O(log n), with high probability. The same protocol, with minor modifications, can also be used in partially synchronous networks, guaranteeing correct behavior even in asynchronous executions, while maintaining efficient performance in synchronous executions. Finally, the same techniques also yield a randomized, faulttolerant gossip protocol that terminates in O(log * n) rounds using O(n) messages (with bit complexity that depends on the data being gossiped).
Introduction
Fault-tolerant agreement, also known as consensus, is perhaps one of the most fundamental problems in distributed computing. The problem of consensus, first introduced in 1980 [25, 22] , is formally defined as follows: Definition 1. (Consensus) Given n processes, at most t of which may crash: each process p i begins with initial value v i ∈ {0, 1} and decides on an output satisfying: (1) Agreement: every process decides the same value; (2) Validity: if a process decides v, then v is some process's initial value; (3) Termination: every correct process eventually decides, with probability 1.
In this paper, we assume that the decision is binary; generalizations for any input value domain are straightforward, though the communication cost scales with the size of the input values.
The Question of Efficiency. In this paper, we address the question of how efficiently agreement can be achieved. There are two basic metrics: time complexity and communication complexity. Many existing protocols achieve optimal time complexity. For example, the FloodSet algorithm [12, 23] terminates in t+1 rounds, which is optimal for deterministic algorithms. Chor et al. [11] develop a randomized algorithm that takes O(log n) rounds, with high probability, which is almost optimal (under an oblivious adversary); they also show a lower bound of Ω(log n/ log log n) rounds to achieve agreement, with high probability.
Unfortunately, these protocols have relatively high communication complexity, as in each round, each process broadcasts a message to every other process, resulting in Θ(n 2 ) messages per round. By contrast, solving consensus requires at least Ω(n) bits of communication, as every process needs to either send or receive one message. In fact, Amdur et al. [1] showed that even in a failure-free execution, Ω(n) message complexity is needed. This leaves a significant gap between the upper and lower bounds.
There has been significant progress in addressing this longstanding question (see Figure 1 for key results). Dwork et al. [13] made an important breakthrough: a deterministic consensus protocol with O(n log n) message complexity and exponential time complexity. Galil et al. [15] improved on this with an algorithm using O(n) messages and superlinear time O(n 1+ε ), for any 0 < ε < 1. The best linear-time deterministic algorithm to-date is by Chlebus and Kowalski [6, 7] , and has O(n log O(1) n) message complexity, but Ω(n 2 ) communication complexity. Chlebus et al. [10] have recently improved on this, developing a linear-time deterministic algorithm with O(n log 4 n) communication complexity. Chlebus and Kowalski [8] have also recently developed a new randomized algorithm that, with high probability, takes O(log n) time and O(n log n) communication complexity (subject to an oblivious adversary). A key novelty of this protocol is that it is local, i.e., no process sends more than O(log n) bits (using entirely different techniques than in this paper).
how to transform protocols for synchronous systems into protocols for partially synchronous systems. A similar idea can be used here. Our techniques yield a protocol that achieves O(n) communication complexity when the network is synchronous, and yet still operates correctly even when the network is asynchronous.
Another problem of significant recent interest in distributed computing is gossip: each process in the system starts with a rumor ; the goal, in the end, is for every process to learn every rumor. It is well-known that in a synchronous system, a simple randomized rumor-spreading process completes in O(log n) rounds with O(n log n) message complexity. In an important paper, Karp et al. [19] studied a more intricate "pushpull" randomized process which achieves O(n log log n) message complexity in O(log n) rounds (and showed that among a certain class of algorithms, this was optimal). Using the universe reduction technique, along with the coordinator protocols described in this paper, we show how to achieve fault-tolerant gossip in a synchronous network in only O(log * n) rounds, using only O(n) messages, with high probability 1 .
Other Related Work. There has been much important research developing consensus protocols (and lower bounds) for other adversarial models, including asynchronous networks and networks subject to Byzantine (malicious) failures (see [2] for further references). Of note, recent work by Attiya et al. [4, 3] has (effectively) resolved the question of work-optimal consensus in an asynchronous shared memory. Also of note, Georgiou et al. [16] developed the first consensus algorithm for asynchronous networks that achieved sub-quadratic (but super-linear) message complexity. The technique of universe reduction has been an important tool in developing distributed algorithms; we focus here on prior work related to consensus. Particularly notable are randomized algorithms by BenOr et al. [5] and Kapron et al. [18] that use universe reduction to solve Byzantine agreement (i.e., in the presence of malicious participants) in O(log n) expected time, but with relatively high message complexity (of Ω(n 2 )). Using similar ideas, King et al. [21] show how to elect an honest leader using only O(n log O(1) n) bits of communication. Quite recently, King and Saia [20] have built on their leader election protocol to solve Byzantine agreement (with a probabilistic agreement guarantee) using onlyÕ(n 3/2 ) bits of communication;
Figure 1: Summary of communication complexity and round complexity of existing consensus protocols compared to the new algorithm presented in this paper. The randomized bounds hold with high probability.
this is the first such protocol that breaks the quadratic communication complexity barrier! In this paper, we apply the technique of universe reduction to a system subject to crash failures, not Byzantine failures. Thus some aspects of our protocol are simpler, since there is no need to prevent Byzantine participants from hijacking the selected sub-universe. On the other hand, some aspects are more complicated as careful coordination is needed to reach O(n) communication complexity. As one example of the challenges, we cannot even afford the cost of informing everyone as to who is in the selected sub-universe.
Model
We consider a system consisting of n processes Π = p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n . Up to f < n/2 processes may fail by crashing. An execution is divided into synchronous rounds, and processes communicate by exchanging messages in each round. If a process does not fail by the end of a round, then all of the messages that it sends in that round are delivered. On the other hand, if a process fails during a round, then an arbitrary subset (possibly all) of its messages for that round are lost, as determined by the adversary. The message complexity of an execution is the total number of messages sent by all processes during the entire execution. The communication complexity of an execution is the total number of bits for all messages.
Each process has access to an arbitrary number of random bits. We assume that the round in which a process fails is independent of the random bits, i.e., the adversary is oblivious. Formally, the oblivious adversary chooses, prior to every execution: (i) a function F : Π → Z∪{⊥} specifying in which round each process fails, and (ii) a function M : Π → P(Π) specifying which subset of messages are delivered by a process in the round in which it fails. If a process p never fails, i.e., if F (p) = ⊥, we say that it is correct. We say that a process p is nonfailed in round r if it is either correct or F (p) > r. If a message is sent by a faulty process p in round F (p) to a process q ∈ M (p), then it is delivered; if it is sent to a process q / ∈ M (p) then it is not delivered 2
Communication-Optimal Consensus
In this section, we present a randomized algorithm for solving consensus using only O(n) messages and O(n) bits of communication. We begin with an overview of the basic structure of the algorithm. We then describe the individual building blocks, and discuss how to assemble them into an efficient solution. The first step, described in Section 3.1, is to choose a set of Θ(log n) coordinators that are responsible for determining the eventual decision. The coordinators are selected at random, and then participate in a simple discovery process to find the other coordinators. (This discovery process can be viewed as an example of probabilistic quorum systems [24] .) The second step, described in Section 3.2, is for the coordinators to run a consensus protocol amongst themselves; we refer to this as a limited universe consensus protocol, as only the coordinators participate. Since there are very few coordinators, this can be implemented quite efficiently. The third step, described in Section 3.3., is for the coordinators to disseminate the decision value to the remaining processes. If something goes wrong during any of these steps, the processes abort and execute a fall-back consensus protocol that is less efficient. We now describe each of the components of the protocol in more detail. Throughout, we fix a constant c that is used in the probabilistic analysis.
3.1 Choosing Coordinators. The ChooseC subprotocol is responsible for selecting a set of coordinators. It is a probabilistic protocol that guarantees, with high probability, that when the protocol completes there are Θ(log n) coordinators, each aware of the entire set of coordinators. More specifically, for each process p i , the sub-protocol returns two outputs: (1) a boolean flag isC i indicating whether process p i is a coordinator, and (2) a list coords i of other coordinators. The subprotocol guarantees the following properties at the end of the execution:
With high probability, there exists a subset S such that: (i) every process p i ∈ S is a coordinator (isC i = True); (ii) every non-failed coordinator at the end of the ChooseC protocol is a member of S; (iii) for each non-failed coordinator p i ∈ S, coords i ⊆ S; (iv) for each non-failed coordinator p i ∈ S, for each process p j ∈ S\coords i , process p j fails by the end of the ChooseC protocol.
• Coordinator Set Size CC : With high probability, when the protocol completes, the set of correct coordinators has size Θ(log n).
• Termination CC : The protocol completes in O(1) rounds.
The probabilistic uniformity condition captures the intuition that the set coords i at process p i reflects exactly the set of coordinators; however different processes may have slightly different views of which processes are coordinators, due to the fact that some candidate "coordinators" may fail during the protocol. Notice that both the probabilistic uniformity and coordinator set size properties hold with high probability. By contrast, the self-inclusion and termination properties hold with probability 1.
Sub-protocol description.
The ChooseC subprotocol consists of the following steps:
Round 0. Initially, each process p i independently sets isC i to true with probability 8c log n/n. From this point on, we refer to the processes that set isC to true in this step as coordinators.
Round 1. Each coordinator chooses a set of Θ( √ n log n) intermediaries (specifically, 2c √ n log n intermediaries, for some constant c). Coordinator p i sends a message to each selected intermediary containing the identifier "p i ." Each such message is of size log n bits.
Round 2. Each intermediary sends a single response to each message that it received in round 1. The response of an intermediary p j contains all the messages received by p j in round 1. Each coordinator p i combines the responses it receives from intermediaries, along with its own identifier, to form the list coords i .
Analysis. We first bound the size of the set of coordinators, showing that with high probability, the set of correct coordinators is Θ(log n). Let C 0 be the set of processes that set isC = True in Round 0. Let Correct be the set of correct processes that never fail (even after the ChooseC protocol completes).
Lemma 3.1. (Coordinator-Set Size) With probability at least 1 − 1/n c : (i) |C 0 | ≤ 16c log n; and (ii) c log n ≤ |C 0 ∩ Correct|.
Proof. Let X i be a 0/1 variable indicating whether isC i = true, and recall that |Correct| > n/2. Since the adversary is oblivious, X i is independent of whether process p i ∈ Correct.
Since Pr(X i ) = 8c log n/n, we conclude that E(|C 0 |) = 8c log n, and E(|C 0 ∩ Correct|) ≥ 4c log n. Thus, by a straightforward Chernoff bound, Pr(|C 0 | ≥ 16c log n) ≤ 1/n c , and
Next, we show that the ChooseC protocol satisfies probabilistic uniformity, i.e., that, every pair of coordinators has approximately the same list of coordinators, with high probability. This follows by a straightforward birthday-paradox style analysis.
Lemma 3.2. (Probabilistic Uniformity) With probability at least 1 − 1/n c , there exists a subset S such that: (i) every process p i ∈ S is a coordinator (isC i = True); (ii) every non-failed coordinator at the end of the ChooseC protocol is a member of S; (iii) for each non-failed coordinator p i ∈ S, coords i ⊆ S; (iv) for each non-failed coordinator p i ∈ S, for each process p j ∈ S\coords i , process p j fails by the end of the ChooseC protocol.
Proof. Let S be the set of processes that set isC = True in Round 0. It follows that every process p i ∈ S is a coordinator, and that every non-failed coordinator is a member of S. Moreover, it is easy to see that for each coordinator p i ∈ S, coords i ⊆ S, as p i only adds to coords i processes that send messages to intermediaries in Round 1, i.e., p i only adds other coordinators to coords i . It remains to show the final property.
Fix some non-failed coordinators p i and p j . In Round 1, both p i and p j send messages to Θ( √ n log n) intermediaries. Let I be the set of intermediaries chosen by p i in Round 1. The probability that p j does not choose an intermediary in the set I is at most:
This implies that p j ∈ coords i with probability at least 1−1/n c+2 . Taking a union bound over all n 2 pairs of p i and p j , the probability that there exists some non-failed p i and p j such that p j / ∈ coords i by the end of Round 2 is no greater than 1/n c . From this we conclude that, with high probability, for every coordinator p i , for every p j ∈ S\coords i , p j fails by the end of the ChooseC protocol.
Finally, we conclude that the ChooseC protocol satisfies the requisite properties: Lemma 3.3. The ChooseC protocol guarantees selfinclusion CC , probabilistic uniformity CC , coordinatorset size CC , and termination CC .
Proof. The self-inclusion property follows immediately from the protocol, as every coordinator p i adds itself to coords i in Round 2. The probabilistic uniformity property follows immediately from Lemma 3.2. The coordinator-set size property follows from Lemma 3.1. Termination is immediate by inspection.
We bound the communication complexity of ChooseC by simply summing the message costs:
Lemma 3.4. With probability at least 1 − 1/n c , the
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, there are at most 16c log n coordinators with probability at least 1 − 1/n c . In this case: In Round 1, there are at most 16c log n coordinators, each of which sends 2c √ n log n messages of size log n bits. In Round 2, there are at most 32c
n log 2 n responses that result from the Round 1 messages, and each response contains at most 16c log n identifiers of size log n bits. Summing the bit complexities leads to the desired bound.
3.2 Limited Universe Consensus. The goal of the second sub-protocol, LUConsensus, is to achieve agreement among the coordinators. The protocol itself is a simple implementation of deterministic consensus, as described in [23] . The only difference here is that the protocol is executed only on the coordinators, and with some (small) probability, the coordinators have different views of the world.
Each process p i begins with three inputs: (1) an initial value v i , (2) a boolean flag isC i indicating whether process p i is a coordinator, and (3) a list coords i of other coordinators. We assume that the isC indicator and the coordinator lists coords satisfy selfinclusion, probabilistic uniformity, and coordinator-set size, as per the ChooseC protocol. Each process with isC = True returns one output: a value v o . The subprotocol guarantees the following properties at the end of the execution:
• Probabilistic Agreement LU C : With high probability, every process that outputs a value chooses the same value.
• Validity LU C : If process p i outputs value v o i , then there is some process p j with initial value v j = v o i .
• Termination LU C : The protocol terminates in O(log n) rounds. Every non-failed process with input isC = True produces an output.
Note that unlike the classical requirements of consensus, the LUConsensus protocol only ensures that agreement is reached with high probability; with some small probability, the coordinators may disagree. This simplifies the LUConsensus sub-protocol, compensating for the fact that with some small probability, the set of coordinators provided as part of the input may itself be inconsistent.
Sub-protocol description. Each process p i maintains an estimate e i . Initially, e i = v i . The LUConsensus sub-protocol consists of the following, repeated for Θ(log n) rounds, specifically for at least 16c log n + 1 rounds:
• Each coordinator p i with isC i = true sends its estimate e i to every process in coords i .
• Each coordinator p i with isC = true updates its estimate with the minimum estimate received in that round.
After Θ(log n) rounds, each coordinator p i with isC = true outputs its estimate e i .
Analysis. The LUConsensus is, essentially, an implementation of the classical FloodSet algorithm (as presented in [23] ) on a limited universe. The key component of the proof is showing that the probabilistic uniformity property is sufficient to ensure that the coordinators correctly execute consensus.
Lemma 3.5. The LUConsensus protocol satisfies probabilistic agreement LU C , validity LU C , and termination LU C , assuming the inputs isC and coords satisfy self-inclusion CC , probabilistic uniformity CC , and coordinator-set size CC .
Proof. Validity LU C and termination LU C follow immediately, by inspection. In order to see that agreement LU C holds, recall that probabilistic uniformity CC and coordinator set size CC hold with respect to the inputs (isC and coords). In particular, with high probability, there exists a subset S of size Θ(log n) such that: (i) every process p i ∈ S is a coordinator; (ii) every non-failed coordinator is a member of S; (iii) for each non-failed coordinator p i ∈ S, coords i ⊆ S; (iv) for each non-failed coordinator p i ∈ S, for each process p j ∈ S\coords i , process p j fails by the end of the ChooseC protocol.
From this we conclude, by the pigeon-hole principle, that there is some round r during the Θ(log n) rounds of the LUConsensus protocol in which no process in the subset S fails; fix such a round r. From the set of processes in S that do not fail by the end of round r, choose p i to be a process with the minimum estimate. In round r, process p i sends its estimate to every process in coords i .
Let p j be some other coordinator that does not fail by the end of round r. By probabilistic uniformity, we know that p j ∈ coords i , with high probability; otherwise, p j ∈ S\coords i , implying that it fails by the end of the ChooseC protocol, i.e., prior to round r. Thus p j receives a message from p i containing e i ; since e i is the minimum estimate among non-failed coordinators, p j adopts estimate e i . From this we conclude that at the end of round r, every non-failed coordinator has adopted estimate e i . This immediately implies the agreement property, as desired.
The communication complexity can be calculated by summing the various message costs: Lemma 3.6. With high probability, the communication complexity of LUConsensus is O(log 3 n), assuming the inputs isC and coords satisfy self-inclusion CC , probabilistic uniformity CC , and coordinator-set size CC .
Proof. As per the coordinator-set size property, with high probability there are at most O(log n) coordinators. In each round, each coordinator sends a constantsized message to every other coordinator, and this continues for O(log n) rounds, leading to the desired bound.
3.3 Coordinator Data Dissemination. The goal of the third sub-protocol, Disseminate, is to efficiently disseminate data from the set of coordinators to all the other processes. Each process p i begins with three inputs: (1) an initial value v i , (2) a boolean flag isC i indicating whether process p i is a coordinator, and (3) a list coords i of other coordinators, where the initial values v i satisfy probabilistic agreement, and isC i and coords i satisfy self-inclusion, probabilistic uniformity, and coordinator-set size. Each process p i outputs a set of values V i ; each coordinator p i outputs a flag ds i indicating whether its initial value was successfully disseminated. The sub-protocol guarantees the following properties at the end of the execution:
• Dissemination D : For every non-failed coordinator p i , the initial value v i is sent to every process, i.e., for every non-failed p j , v i ∈ V j .
• Validity D : If, for some process p i , there is some value v ∈ V i , then some coordinator p j initiated Disseminate with value v j , i.e., there exists a p j where isC j = True and v j = v.
• Consistency D : If, for some pair of processes p i , p j , the flag ds i = True and ds j = True, then initial
The protocol terminates in O(log * n) rounds. With high probability, every correct coordinator p i returns ds i = True.
Sub-protocol description. Partition the processes in Π into log n log * n groups G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G log n log * n each of size n/(log n log * n). Each process p i maintains a list of unnotified groups L i and a count c i of the number of notified processes. Initially, L i contains every group, and c i = 0. The protocol proceeds in Θ(log * n) triples of rounds; the constant factor follows from the analysis. Each triple of rounds proceeds as follows: Round 1. Each coordinator p i chooses a group g at random from the list L i , and sends its value v i to every process in group g.
Round 2. Each process p j that received exactly one value v in Round 1, and that did not previously receive a different value v = v in a previous round, adds v to the set V j and sends a response.
(Note that if p j received the same value v in a previous round, then it still sends a response.) Each coordinator, on receiving the responses from processes in group g, counts the number n g of responses received.
Round
These three rounds are repeated Θ(log * n) times. At this point, if, for some coordinator p i , the list L i is not empty, then p i proceedings as follows:
• Coordinator p i sends the value v i directly to every process in Π.
• Every process that receives such a message sends a response according to the same conditions as before, i.e., only if it has not received a different value in an earlier round.
• The coordinator p i sets the count c i to the number of responses received (overwriting any earlier value of c i ).
At this point, every coordinator is ensured that its initial value has been disseminated, either directly or indirectly. If count c i > n/2, then the coordinator p i returns ds i = True; if count c i ≤ n/2, then the coordinator p i returns ds i = False. Every process p j ∈ Π returns V j .
Analysis. We now show that the Disseminate protocol satisfies the requisite properties. The disseminate D property follows from the simple fact that a process p i only removes a group g from its list if it sends a message to every process in g, or if another coordinator with the same initial value sends a message to every process in g:
Lemma 3.7. (Dissemination) For every non-failed coordinator p i , the initial value v i is sent to every process, i.e., for every non-failed p j , v i ∈ V j .
Proof. We first argue that if a group g is removed from the list L i by a process p i , then every process in g has been sent the value v i . There are two reasons a group may be removed from L i . First, it might be the case that p i directly sends value v i to every process in g. Second, it might be the case that p i receives a message from some other process p j indicating that p j has sent message v j = v i to every process in g. In both cases, the removal of g clearly implies that every process in g has been sent the value v i . At the end of the protocol, either L i is empty, in which case v i has been sent to every process in Π, or process p i proceeds to send v i directly to every process.
We next argue that the Disseminate protocol satisfies the consistency D property: Proof. We first argue that for every coordinator p i , the count c i is a lower bound on the number of processes that received value v i before receiving any other values. If p i broadcasts a message directly to every process (after Θ(log n) triples of rounds), then the count c i is set to exactly the number of responses received; every such response indicates a process that received no value other than v i in a prior round. Consider the case where p i does not broadcast a message directly to every process. Observe that for each group g, a process p i adds count n g to c i only once, i.e., when g is removed from L i ; and the count n g reflects the number of responses received by some coordinator p k that sent v k = v i to every process in the group g. Thus again we conclude that there are at least c i processes that received no value other than v i prior to receiving value v i . Now, we conclude the proof. Fix two processes p i and p j such that ds i = ds j = True when the protocol completes. This implies that c i > n/2 and c j > n/2. Thus there is some process p that is included in both counts, i.e., that received a message containing v i prior to (and not concurrently with) receiving any other value, and that also received a message containing v j prior to (and not concurrently with) receiving any other value; this implies that v i = v j , as desired.
We conclude that the Disseminate protocol satisfies the requisite properties: Similarly, it is immediately clear that the protocol terminates in O(log * n) rounds. Finally, since the initial values agree, with high probability, then every process responds to every dissemination message from every coordinator; since a majority of processes are correct, the successful dissemination implies that every nonfailed coordinator p i outputs ds i = True.
We now show that the Disseminate protocol has communication complexity O(n), with high probability. The key claim is as follows: if the set of coordinators contains Θ(log n) correct processes, then after Θ(log * n) rounds, every group has been sent the initial value by some coordinator, without resorting to the final round in which coordinators send their value directly to everyone. In this case, the total communication incurred is Θ(log * n) triples of rounds in which Θ(log n) processes send (and receive as responses) Θ(n/(log n log * n) bits each, along with a small amount of inter-coordinator communication.
We say that a group is notified (with respect to S) if it has been selected, and its processes have been sent a message, by some coordinator in S. Otherwise, it is unnotified. We model the process of notifying groups as a classic balls-and-bins game: each of the log n log * n groups is a bin, and in each round, each coordinators throws one "ball" into one "bin," notifying a particular group. After each round, every "bin" that has received at least one "ball" is removed from the game (via coordination among the coordinators). We refer to this as the process of clearing bins.
We first establish that, for a given group of coordinators S of size at least log n, within O(log * n) rounds, there are at most 2 log n unnotified groups. This follows from the observation that in each round, each coordinator has a probability of at least 1/2 of selecting a previously unnotified group, resulting in a reduction of the number of unnotified groups by Θ(log n): Lemma 3.10. If subset S contains at least log n correct coordinators, then within O(log * n) rounds there are at most 2 log n groups that are unnotified, with high probability.
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that for c log * n triples of rounds, there are at least 2 log n unnotified groups. We focus on the behavior of exactly log n coordinators (ignoring the notifications by additional coordinators). Observe that in each such triple of rounds, each of the log n coordinators in S notifies a new group with probability at least log n 2 log n = 1 2 , independent of the choices made by the other coordinators. For log n coordinators, over c log * n rounds, this implies that in expectation there are at least c log n log * n groups notified. Thus by a Chernoff bound 3 , we observe that the probability of notifying less than (c/4) log n log * n groups is no greater than e −c log n log * n/4 ≤ (1/n) c/4 . When c ≥ 4, this is a contradiction (as there are initially log n log * n groups).
We now examine the bin-clearing process when there are at least log n coordinators and at most 2 log n remaining groups. This random process has been previously studied in [9] 4 :
Lemma 3.11. ( [9] , Theorem 2) The process of clearing b bins with balls, for ≥ b/2, terminates within log * (b log / ) + O(1) rounds with probability at least
From this, we derive the straightforward corollary, applying this to our situation:
Corollary 3.1. If, for some subset S, there are at most 2 log n unnotified groups, and at least log n correct coordinators, then within O(log * n) rounds, every group has been notified, with high probability.
Proof. Applying Lemma 3.11, where b ≤ 2 log n and = log n, we observe that after log * (2 log log n) ≤ log * n rounds, with probability at least 1−(1/n) (1/5) ln 2 , every group has been notified. Thus after some O(c log * n) rounds, every group has been notified with probability polynomially small in n.
Putting together Lemma 3.10 and Corollary 3.1, we conclude the following: Lemma 3.12. The communication complexity of Disseminate is O(n), with high probability, assuming the inputs isC and coords satisfy self-inclusion CC , probabilistic uniformity CC , and coordinator-set size CC , and assuming the input initial values satisfy probabilistic agreement LU C .
Proof. With high probability, there is a subset S that satisfies probabilistic uniformity and coordinator set size, by assumption; and with high probability, the initial values are all the same, by assumption. By Corollary 3.1, with high probability, within O(log * n) rounds, every group has been notified by a non-failed coordinator in S. Consider the case where these high probability events occur.
We now argue that every non-failed coordinator p i removes every group from its list L. Let g be a group notified by a non-failed coordinator p j ∈ S, and let p i be another non-failed coordinator. If p i / ∈ coords j , then p i ∈ S\coords j , and hence we conclude that p i has failed. Thus, since p i is non-failed, we know that p i ∈ coords j , and hence receives the update from p j that g was notified. Since all coordinators agree on the same value, we know that v j = v i , and hence p i removes g from L i . By the end of the protocol, every coordinator has an empty group list, and hence no coordinator sends its value directly to every process in Π.
The communication complexity can be divided into three parts: sending messages to notify groups, sending responses, and sending messages among coordinators. In each round, each coordinator sends n/ log n log * n messages (i.e., one message to each process in a group), and each message is of size O(1), containing only the value to be disseminated. Each such message leads to a single response of size O(1). There are at most O(log * n) rounds, and at most O(log n) coordinators, and thus the total bit complexity of such messages is O(n). Communication among coordinators consists of O(log 2 n) messages in each round, each of size ≤ log (log n log * n) + 1 + log n-i.e., containing the name of the most recently notified group, the value to be disseminated, and a count of processes. Thus, the total communication complexity is O(n + log 3 n).
Complete Consensus Protocol.
We now present the complete protocol. Each process p i begins with initial value v i , and maintains an estimate e i ; initially e i = v i . Process p i executes the following steps:
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• If isC i = True and ds i = False, then set isC i = False.
• If isC i = False and V i is not empty, then set e i to the unique value in V . (We will show that there is always at most one value in the set V .)
• If there is a value v ∈ V i and v = e i , then decide v.
6. Each undecided process sends a message containing a "fallback request" to every other process requesting that they begin the fallback protocol.
7. Every process that has not decided, or that receives a "fallback request" in Step 6 executes a classical consensus protocol (e.g., the FloodSet Protocol [23] ), using value e i as its initial value. Every process that has not yet decided adopts the value returned and decides.
We now argue that the resulting protocol is correct. Proof. We begin by showing that the protocol satisfies validity. Specifically, validity follows from the validity LU C property of LUConsensus and the validity D property of the Disseminate protocol: every value e i that is eventually decided is either delivered by the Disseminate protocol or output by the LUConsensus protocol; every value distributed by the Disseminate protocol was previously output by the LUConsensus protocol; and every value output by the LUConsensus protocol was previously the initial value of some process.
It is also easy to see that the protocol satisfies termination, as every sub-protocol terminates. More specifically, termination follows immediately from the termination CC property of ChooseC, the termination LU C property of LUConsensus, the termination D property of the Disseminate protocol, and the termination property of the fallback consensus protocol.
We now consider the agreement property. We first argue that at the end of Step 3, every non-failed coordinator has the same value. Assume that, at the end of Step 3, there exist two non-failed coordinators p i and p j such that: isC i = True and isC j = True. From this we conclude that both p i and p j completed the Disseminate protocol successfully in Step 3, i.e., ds i = True and ds j = True. By the consistency property of Disseminate, we conclude that e i = e j . Thus, every non-failed coordinator has the same candidate value at the end of Step 3.
Assume for the sake of contradiction that there are two distinct values v and w decided by the end of the protocol. By the agreement property of the fallback consensus protocol, we know that only one value is decided in Step 7. Thus either v or w is decided in
Step 5. Assume, without loss of generality, that value v is decided in Step 5 by some process.
From this we conclude that the Disseminate protocol in Step 5 returned value v in the set V k for some process p k , and hence (by validity D ), some coordinator p j initiated the Disseminate protocol in Step 5 with e j = v and isC j = True. Thus, in Step 4, process p j disseminated value v, i.e., the dissemination property implies that every process received value v in Step 4. As every coordinator has the same candidate value at the end of Step 3, we conclude that v is the only value received in Step 4, and hence every non-failed process p i adopts v, setting e i = v.
This leads us to two conclusions. First, in
Step 5, since every non-failed process p i has e i = v, no process can decide w in Step 5. Second, every non-failed process p i still has e i = v at the beginning of Step 7, and hence by validity of the fallback consensus protocol, every nonfailed process outputs v in Step 7. Thus no process decides w, which is a contradiction.
Finally, we conclude that the protocol achieves good bit complexity:
Theorem 3.2. (Efficiency)
The communicationoptimal consensus protocol has O(n) communication complexity and O(log n) round complexity, with high probability.
Proof. With high probability, the set of coordinators (and the set of correct coordinators) chosen by ChooseC is of size Θ(log n); that is, in every round after ChooseC completes, there are Θ(log n) non-failed coordinators. In addition, the set of coordinators satisfies probabilistic uniformity, as per the properties of the ChooseC sub-protocol. Moreover, with high probability, every process agrees on the same estimate v in Step 2, as per the properties of the LUConsensus sub-protocol. And, with high probability, every correct coordinator returns ds = True in Step 3, as per the properties of the Disseminate protocol. Every process receives and adopts value v in Step 4, and decides v in
Step 5, as per the properties of the Disseminate protocol. From this we conclude that no process proceeds to the fallback phase, skipping Steps 6-7. Thus, the total bit complexity is the cost of ChooseC (Lemma 3.4), plus the cost of LUConsensus (Lemma 3.6), plus the cost of three invocations of Disseminate (Lemma 3.12), which totals O(n).
Partially Synchronous Systems
While networks are typically synchronous, delivering messages in a timely fashion, real protocols must cope with occasional asynchrony, i.e., unpredictable message delays. Thus it is considered good computing practice to plan for the worst and hope for the best. In the context of distributed computing, this translates into devising algorithms that, on the one hand tolerate asynchrony, while on the other hand, operate efficiently when the network is synchronous.
We refer to systems that are typically synchronous, but occasionally asynchronous, as partially synchronous systems. In this section, we show how to modify the algorithm described in Section 3 so that it can be safely deployed in a partially synchronous network, maintaining its high level of efficiency whenever the network is, in fact, synchronous.
Model.
In this section we formally define a partially synchronous system, following the basic model in [14] . The system is parameterized by three variables: n, the number of processes, δ a synchronous bound on clock skew, and d a synchronous bound on message delay. We assume that n, δ and d are known a priori.
As before, we consider a set Π of crash-prone processes p 1 , . . . , p n , a majority of which are correct. Each process has its own local clock that proceeds at an arbitrary rate. As before, processes communicate directly with each other; however, we do not assume that communication proceeds in rounds. Instead, a message may be arbitrarily delayed. Every message sent by a correct process to some other correct process is eventually delivered.
We say that an execution is synchronous when the following conditions hold: (i) the clock skew of every process is bounded by δ, i.e., the ratio of the rates of two processes' clocks is at most δ; and (ii) every message is delivered within d time. Otherwise, we say that an execution is asynchronous.
Protocol Modifications.
We now describe how to modify the communication-optimal consensus protocol presented in Section 3 in order to operate safely in a partially synchronous system, while remaining efficient in synchronous executions.
First, each process simulates synchronous rounds based on message delay d and clock skew δ. Observe that in a synchronous execution, at time τ the clock at every process i is in the range
Let ρ = (1 + δ)/(1 − δ). The first simulated round r 1 is defined, for process p i , to end at time d/(1−δ) according to the local clock at process p i . Simulated round r is defined for process p i to end at time: Since the clocks of two processes p i and p j may advance at different rates, there is no guarantee that both processes begin and end their rounds at the same time. However, in a synchronous execution, the clock skew is bounded by δ, and hence every message sent by p i to p j at the beginning of round r, according to the local clock of p i , is received by the end of round r according to the local clock of process p j . In an asynchronous execution, however, the simulation of synchronous rounds may, of course, fail completely. Second, each process p i that sends a fallback request message in Step 6 of the protocol acts as follows: if p i received a value in Step 4, then it attaches its current estimate e i to the fallback message. When a process p j receives a fallback message, it immediately aborts the ongoing protocol, jumping immediately to fallback Step 6. (Of particular note, p j sends no further responses as part of the Disseminate protocol.) Third, a process p i does not begin the fallback consensus protocol in Step 7 until it has received fallback request messages from at least a majority of the processes. When process p i receives a fallback request message from some process p j with estimate e j , it adopts that estimate, setting e i = e j .
Finally, when choosing a fallback consensus protocol for Step 7, we focus only on protocols that operate correctly in asynchronous networks. For example, we might use the asynchronous consensus protocol in [16] , which guarantees expected sub-quadratic message complexity in asynchronous executions.
Analysis.
In this section, we first observe that the modified communication-optimal consensus protocol still guarantees good performance in synchronous executions:
Theorem 4.1. In a synchronous execution, the modified communication-optimal consensus protocol has O(n) communication complexity and O(log n) simulated round complexity, with high probability.
Proof. When the execution is synchronous, the simulation of synchronous rounds is correct, delivering every message from a non-failed process in the round in which it was sent. Thus, the protocol proceeds exactly as in a synchronous execution and the communication/time complexity are exactly as in Theorem 3.2.
It remains to argue that the protocol is correct, even in asynchronous executions: Theorem 4.2. The modified communication-optimal consensus protocol guarantees agreement, validity, and termination.
Proof. As before, validity follows immediately by inspection. Termination is also straightforward: any correct process that does not terminate eventually sends out a fallback request message; eventually every nonfailed process receives this message and sends a fallback request message; since a majority of processes are correct, eventually every non-failed process receives enough fallback request messages and begins the asynchronous fallback consensus protocol; eventually, the fallback consensus protocol terminates, allowing every correct process to decide.
Agreement follows from the observation that the safety of the Disseminate protocol does not depend on synchrony. As before, the dissemination D property follows from the fact that a non-failed coordinator p i always sends its initial value v i directly to every process that has not already been sent the value v i . The consistency D property follows from the fact that a coordinator p i returns ds i = True only if a majority of processes receive value v i prior to any other value. The validity D and termination D properties are similarly unaffected by asynchrony (notably, the protocol terminates when all the rounds of the protocol have been simulated, according to the local clock).
Thus, as before, every non-failed coordinator (that still has isC = True) has the same estimate by the end of Step 3. This ensures that at most one value is decided in Step 5. The agreement property of the fallback consensus protocol ensures that at most one value is decided in Step 7. It remains to consider the case where some value v is decided in Step 5. This implies that a majority of processes received (and responded, confirming reception of) that estimate in Step 4. Thus, any process that begins the fallback protocol receives that estimate from at least one process during the fallback request phase. The validity of the fallback consensus protocol ensures that v is the only possible decision in Step 7.
Gossip
In this section, we provide a brief overview of how to adapt the techniques presented thus far to solve the problem of gossip.
Assume each process p i begins with a rumor r i . The goal is for every process to learn the rumor of every other correct process. The same techniques described in Section 3 yield a synchronous (or partially synchronous) protocol that can solve this problem of gossip. The key observation is that the Disseminate routine can be used just as well to collect data as to distribute it.
Specifically, we modify the Disseminate routine as follows. We refer to the modified protocol as Collect.
• First, when executed at process p i , it takes three parameters: (i) r i , a rumor to collect, (ii) isC i , a flag indicating whether p i is a coordinator, and (iii) coords i , the set of coordinators. It returns to each coordinator p i a set R i of rumors and a flag ds i ; it does not return anything to non-coordinators.
• Second, every process attaches its rumor r i to the response sent to the coordinators during Round 2 in each triple of rounds. Each coordinator attaches the set of newly learned rumors to every message sent to the other coordinators during Round 3 in each triple of rumors. (Note that if the coordinators are attempting to aggregate data as it is collected, they may send some aggregate or compressed version of the newly discovered rumors.)
The Collect protocol has essentially the same properties (of validity, consistency, and termination) as the Disseminate protocol, with the exception of the dissemination D property which is now replaced by the collection C property: For every non-failed coordinator p i , for every non-failed process p j , the rumor r j is returned to p i , i.e., r j ∈ R i . The gossip protocol, then, proceeds as follows:
Communication-Efficient Gossip 1. ChooseC() → isC i , coords i 2. Collect(r i , isC i , coords i ) → R i , ds i 3. Disseminate(R i , isC i , coords i ) → V i , ds i 4. Disseminate(Done, isC i , coords i ) → V i , ds i 5. If process p i has not received the flag Done, then it sends a fallback request to every other process. Every process, on receiving such a request, sends its rumor in response.
The resulting protocol ensures that every rumor originating at a correct process is distributed to every nonfailed process: if there are no non-failed coordinators that complete Step 4, then no process receives the Done message and every process sends its rumor to all other process during the fallback Step 5; if there is even one non-failed coordinator, then by the collection property it retrieves all the rumors in Step 2, and by the dissemination property it distributes all the rumors in Step 3.
It is also easy to see that the resulting protocol terminates in O(log * n) rounds, as each individual step completes in at most O(log * n) rounds. Finally, with high probability, the gossip protocol uses no more than O(n) messages. This follows from the probabilistic uniformity and coordinator-set size properties of the ChooseC protocol, along with the messagecomplexity analysis of the Collect/Disseminate protocols.
While the protocol sends at most O(n) message, with high probability, the communication complexity depends on the size of the rumors and their capacity to be efficiently aggregated. (This is, of course, inherent to all gossip protocols.) Even so, there are a wide variety of examples in which the data being collected can be efficiently aggregated (or summarized). For example, a common problem in distributed computing is verifying whether there is one or more than one non-failed leader in a system; such a problem can be solved using this gossip protocol with only O(n) bits of communication.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed a new consensus algorithm that achieves optimal communication complexity and almost optimal time complexity. We have also shown how to modify the algorithm so that it can tolerate asynchronous executions, while maintaining good performance if the network is synchronous. The techniques we have used are quite general, and can be used to solve a variety of other problems. As an example, we have shown how to use this technique of universe reduction to efficiently gossip rumors.
One of the important open questions regards the property of locality, i.e., where no process sends more than O(log O(1) n) bits. (In the communication-optimal consensus protocol in this paper, each of the coordinators may send Θ(n/ log n) messages.) We conjecture that the same techniques in this paper can be used to achieve locality; however straightforward modifications lead to larger communication and time complexity. In fact, there may well be an inherent trade-off between locality and communication/time complexity. The natural question, then, is what is the optimal communication complexity for a local algorithm?
The other major open question is resolving the optimal communication complexity for deterministic consensus algorithms with linear time complexity. (Recall that [15] achieves optimal O(n) message complexity, but requires super-linear round complexity.) We conjecture that it is impossible to achieve both O(n) communica-tion complexity and O(n) time complexity with a deterministic algorithm.
